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E.E. Just: Pioneer of Cell Biology
By Prof. David Burgess

Ernest Everest Just was
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Just and other children as there were no schools in the area for African
Suyen Espinoza Miranda
Americans. Just then moved on to an African American high school 60
miles away where he excelled. Guided by a church newsletter, Just’s
mother enrolled him into the Kimball Union Academy in New Hampshire to finish high school.
Just enrolled as the only Black student at Dartmouth College where he graduated in 1907 magna
cum laude. He was not allowed to speak at graduation because of his race.
Following graduation from Dartmouth, Just first taught in the English Department at Howard
University, then moved to the Zoology Department. Just began his research career at the Marine
Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole shortly after his Dartmouth Biology professor referred him to
F.R. Lillie, a University of Chicago embryologist. While working on his PhD thesis during summers
at the MBL he continued teaching at Howard. His thesis, published in 1915, focused on
fertilization of marine eggs and his first paper was entitled: The Relation of the First Cleavage
Plane to the Entrance Point of the Sperm. He published 6 of his over 70 papers during his
doctoral research period. From 1909 to 1930 Just spent most of his summers at the MBL as a
research assistant to Lillie and course attendee, although his wife refused to join him after a few
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summers as they were not allowed to join the MBL club
where all summer social activities were held.

Read more about E. E. Just
The Black Apollo of Science. K
Manning. 1983, Oxford Press.
Ernest Everett Just, PhD:
Pioneer in Ecological
Developmental Biology. K
Williams, B Wilson, W
O’Connor, and M Willis. 2013. J
S Carolina Acad Sci, 11:18-22

Upcoming Events
Feb 4, 5:00 p: BC Black History
Month Opening Celebration
“Stronger Together; Celebrating
Black Joy” (virtual)
March 2, 12:00 p: BC Center for
Human Rights “Workers’ Rights
are Immigrant Rights: Supporting
Low-Wage Immigrant
Workers” (virtual)

Opportunities
For underrepresented students:
RISE Ten week research program
for undergraduates at Rutgers
For mentors: iBiologyCulturally
Aware Mentoring

Connect
Share your ideas and events:
BiologyDEI-ggroup@bc.edu
Twitter: @bc_bio_dei
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In spite of his publication record and impact on the field
and ability to garner foundation grants, Just was not be
able to obtain a position at an American research
university. Just began his period of research in Europe in
1928, where he was widely accepted. His research
continued to be focused on early embryos, the cell
surface, changes of cell adhesiveness during cleavage
divisions, and cellular aspects of development. He
traveled to Europe nine different times while still working
at Howard. He worked at numerous European institutes,
including in Paris, at the Stazione Zoologica Anton Dohrn
in Naples, Italy, the Station Biologique in Roscoff, France
and at the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut für Biologie in Berlin,
Germany. He spoke at conferences throughout Europe,
garnering accolades not afforded to him by scientists in
America at the time. He had a series of affairs, including
one with the daughter of the famous biologist Theodore
Boveri, and with his future second wife, Dr. Hedwig
Schnetzler, a white German biologist. Because of the
interracial nature of their relationship he was forced to
move to France from Germany. In 1940 he fled Paris due to
the outbreak of World War II. After being briefly detained
by the Nazis he had a harrowing escape from Europe
through Portugal. He returned to Washington, DC to teach
at Howard for half of the salary he made in Europe. He
died in October, 1941 of pancreatic cancer.
Just’s research legacy, summarized in his 1939 book The
Biology of the Cell Surface, left an impact on the field of
cell biology with its focus on the cell cortex and cell surface
and its arguments for the role of the cytoplasm.
His legacy carries on today in several ways. The MBL has
established the EE Just Fellowship program for visiting
scientists. The American Society for Cell Biology
established the annual EE Just Lectureship and Award in
1994. Dartmouth College funded the EE Just
Professorship and the EE Just Program that provides
funding and mentoring to a diverse group of talented
undergraduates. In 1996 the U.S. Postal Service
recognized Just with a stamp for Black Heritage month.
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